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Sunday Scaries FOMO Bones Review 2024: An Expert Breakdown
 
Lifestyle /  

Sara Seitz 



 

“Sunday scaries” is the feeling of dread so many of us get when we realize the weekend is coming to an end and we have to go to work tomorrow. This feeling likely strikes our dogs too, though the more accurate term for them may be the “Monday mournfuls.” This term is especially apt for […]



  Sunday Scaries FOMO Bones Review 2024: An Expert Breakdown Read More »
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10 Best Wireless Dog Fences in 2024 – Reviews & Top Picks
 
Lifestyle /  

Dogster Team 



 

Keeping your dog safe and preventing escapes is challenging when you are unable to build a fence to contain them. Installing a tall fence is expensive, and some homeowners and renters cannot build them because of HOA regulations. However, wireless dog fences are more affordable and relatively easy to set up. Wireless fences use a



  10 Best Wireless Dog Fences in 2024 – Reviews & Top Picks Read More »
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7 Best Couch Materials & Fabrics for Dogs (With Pictures)
 
Lifestyle /  

Dogster Team 



 

Owning a dog can be an absolute blessing for you and your family. However, those sentiments might not be shared by your furniture. Dogs are notorious for ruining furniture—whether it’s intentional or not. But that doesn’t mean your pup has to stay outside. But you might want to consider investing in some furniture made out



  7 Best Couch Materials & Fabrics for Dogs (With Pictures) Read More »
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Kibou Vegan Leather Bag Review 2024: An Expert Breakdown
 
Lifestyle /  

Lisa Lee 



 

Forgetting things while on a walk with your dog happens to the best of us. I can’t count how many times I’ve run out of training treats and doggy bags, and it slipped my mind to bring extra rolls with me. Now that I have the Kibou Vegan Leather Bag, I feel more at ease



  Kibou Vegan Leather Bag Review 2024: An Expert Breakdown Read More »
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Popov Leather Dog Collar & Leash Review 2024: An Expert Breakdown
 
Lifestyle /  

Lisa Lee 



 

Your pup deserves better than a nylon leash and collar, just saying. I know there have been so many improvements to the daily walking experience when I started upgrading my pup from the cheap traditional flat collars to something much nicer. Leather is one of the higher quality materials you can invest in, offering both



  Popov Leather Dog Collar & Leash Review 2024: An Expert Breakdown Read More »
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Bailey’s CBD Paw and Nose Balm Review 2024: An Expert Breakdown
 
Lifestyle /  

Emily Muller 



 

If you’ve ever walked barefoot on hot pavement or done a polar plunge, you know the feeling of having extreme temperatures against your skin. Now imagine walking barefoot on hot pavement, rough terrain, and snow all the time (ouch!). While your dog’s paws and nose are designed to endure the elements, there are times when



  Bailey’s CBD Paw and Nose Balm Review 2024: An Expert Breakdown Read More »
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Crown & Paw Pet Portraits Review 2024: An Expert Breakdown
 
Lifestyle /  

Arianna Irwin 



 

Crown & Paw Pet Portraits offer a variety of ways for you to frame your favorite image of your furry friends and memorialize them forever! I loved the idea of having framed paintings of my two dogs, Halle and Indy, hanging in my home. I chose to do Halle’s portrait first because she is a



  Crown & Paw Pet Portraits Review 2024: An Expert Breakdown Read More »
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Unifury Mug Review 2024: An Expert Breakdown
 
Lifestyle /  

Emily Muller 



 

Few things are better than receiving a personalized gift with your furry friend on it. And let’s be honest, if your dog had a say, they’d vote to have their face lovingly showcased on all of your household items. Lucky for them, Unifury is more than happy to turn everyday items into heartfelt pieces covered



  Unifury Mug Review 2024: An Expert Breakdown Read More »
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Nom Nom Sampler Pack Dog Food Review 2024: An Expert Breakdown
 
Lifestyle /  

Sara Seitz 



 

It’s no secret anymore that traditional dry kibble diets are not the healthiest option for dogs. Not only are they highly processed and filled with suspect ingredients, but they offer very little variety in terms of nutrition and flavor. That’s why so many dog owners are turning to fresh pet food delivery services like Nom



  Nom Nom Sampler Pack Dog Food Review 2024: An Expert Breakdown Read More »
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11 Best Dog Urine Removers for Stains & Odors in 2024 – Reviews & Top Picks
 
Lifestyle /  

Dogster Team 



 

If you have a dog of any age, you know the importance of having the right tools to clean up urine accidents. Urine doesn’t just leave behind an unmistakable, unpleasant smell, but it also can leave unsightly stains and lead to further accidents in the house if not cleaned up properly. Many dogs will urinate



  11 Best Dog Urine Removers for Stains & Odors in 2024 – Reviews & Top Picks Read More »
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11 Best Enzyme Cleaners for Dog Urine in 2024 – Reviews & Top Picks
 
Lifestyle /  

Dogster Team 



 

Imagine that you’re planning on having some close friends over for dinner tonight. Directly after work, you drive to the grocery store to get the ingredients to make a delicious meal. You open the door to your home, grocery bags in hand, greet your dog, and that is when the smell hits you—dog urine. If



  11 Best Enzyme Cleaners for Dog Urine in 2024 – Reviews & Top Picks Read More »
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10 Best Dog Conditioners in 2024 – Reviews & Top Picks
 
Lifestyle /  

Ashley Bates 



 

Getting your dog squeaky clean every 4 to 6 weeks is non-negotiable for most people. However, sometimes the conditioner is overlooked for one reason or another. If you have a pup that is pretty hard to maintain, giving them a little extra softness at bathtime can help with brushing and coat management in general. We



  10 Best Dog Conditioners in 2024 – Reviews & Top Picks Read More »
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Do Dogs Have Best Friends? Canine Behavior Explained
 
Lifestyle /  

Jordyn Alger 



 

Dogs are a man’s best friend, but who is your dog’s best friend? Understanding how your dog’s brain works is one of the more challenging parts of being a dog owner. Some people say that dogs form meaningful connections, while others say that anything resembling an emotional bond is only an illusion. But who is



  Do Dogs Have Best Friends? Canine Behavior Explained Read More »
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10 Best Dog Toys for Pit Bulls in 2024 – Reviews & Top Picks
 
Lifestyle /  

Dogster Team 



 

Pit Bulls are medium to large dogs with strong jaws. They are aggressive chewers, so the right toys are essential for them to have something that’s designed to be chewed on instead of things that they find around the house. Toys can also keep your dog from growing bored and help them get more exercise



  10 Best Dog Toys for Pit Bulls in 2024 – Reviews & Top Picks Read More »
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Can Dogs Sense When Someone Is About to Die? Facts & FAQ
 
Lifestyle /  

Dogster Team 



 

Dogs have always been humans’ best friends. They’re loyal and loving, and their keen senses of smell make them great partners for all sorts of jobs, from detecting drugs or explosives to alerting people about medical issues. It’s no surprise that dogs are also used in hospice care to comfort the dying. It seems like



  Can Dogs Sense When Someone Is About to Die? Facts & FAQ Read More »
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Do Dogs Remember Who Their Mother Is? Based on Science
 
Lifestyle /  

Nicole Cosgrove 



 

Most pups do not live alongside their mother for long. They are usually separated at around three months old. But do puppies remember their mothers and mothers their puppies after separation? Dogs can develop a mother-child bond early on because pups are usually heavily reliant on their mothers for food and safety. Thanks to this



  Do Dogs Remember Who Their Mother Is? Based on Science Read More »
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Does My Dog See Me as a Parent? You’ll Be Surprised to Learn
 
Lifestyle /  

Nicole Cosgrove 



 

It’s no secret that dogs create long-lasting relationships with their favorite humans. When raised right, a pup can grow into your best friend, guardian, and training buddy. So, does that mean our four-legged buds think of us as parents? Well, it’s a gray area! Pet dogs see us as providers and protectors, yet we don’t



  Does My Dog See Me as a Parent? You’ll Be Surprised to Learn Read More »
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Dogo App Review 2024: An Expert Breakdown
 
Lifestyle /  

Lisa Lee 



 

As much as we wish our dogs could come to us with all the knowledge of good behavior, this is not the case! Training is a lifelong commitment, and training itself is the difference between a dog built for success and a dog set up for failure. As pet parents, we want our dogs to



  Dogo App Review 2024: An Expert Breakdown Read More »
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All About Vibe Custom Shape Pillow Review 2024: An Expert Breakdown
 
Lifestyle /  

Lisa Lee 



 

As a dog mom, I always have my pup in mind when it comes to decorating. Having various memorabilia and reproductions of her adorable face is a common theme in my home! A pillow is definitely on the list of things I need my dog’s face on. A pillow is something I can travel with



  All About Vibe Custom Shape Pillow Review 2024: An Expert Breakdown Read More »
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Honeydew Pet Pleasant Shampoo & Spray Set Review 2024: An Expert Breakdown
 
Lifestyle /  

Jessica Kim 



 

Bath time can be stressful for both dogs and their owners. Using the wrong type of shampoo can wreak havoc on a dog’s skin and coat health, so it’s important to invest in a high-quality shampoo that will actually benefit your dog rather than irritate them. Honeydew is a reputable brand that mainly produces personal



  Honeydew Pet Pleasant Shampoo & Spray Set Review 2024: An Expert Breakdown Read More »
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9 Types of Aussiedoodle Colors
 
Lifestyle /  

Nicole Cosgrove 



 

The captivating Aussiedoodle, a gorgeous hybrid breed, has won the hearts of dog enthusiasts worldwide. Famed for their intelligence, playfulness, and unwavering loyalty, these “designer dogs” are an exquisite blend of the Australian Shepherd and the Poodle. Given their remarkable lineage, it’s no surprise that Aussiedoodles boast a dazzling array of colors and patterns, making



  9 Types of Aussiedoodle Colors Read More »
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How to Get a Psychiatric Service Dog: 6 Vet-Approved Tips
 
Lifestyle /  

Lindsey Lawson 



 

Service dogs play a very important role in the lives of their handlers. They aid people with both physical and mental disabilities and can help them lead more normal lives. A psychiatric service dog, or PSD, meets the ADA requirements for a service animal and assists those suffering from various forms of mental illness and



  How to Get a Psychiatric Service Dog: 6 Vet-Approved Tips Read More »
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At What Age Is a Dog a Teenager? Vet-Approved Facts & Explanation
 
Lifestyle /  

Codee Chessher 



 

You may have heard that dogs age differently from humans, which is true, but what age does that put their rebellious teenage years? Starting from 6 to 12 months and ending around 18 to 24 months, your dog can be considered an adolescent, or the canine equivalent of being a young teen. Adolescent dogs can



  At What Age Is a Dog a Teenager? Vet-Approved Facts & Explanation Read More »
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How Much Does A Papillon Shed? Facts & Grooming Tips
 
Lifestyle /  

Nicole Cosgrove 



 

You may know that having a dog comes with some inconveniences, and loose hair is one of them. Although some breeds shed considerably more than others, if you have a low tolerance for or allergies to heavy shedding, knowing how much a dog is likely to shed is a crucial factor when choosing a new



  How Much Does A Papillon Shed? Facts & Grooming Tips Read More »
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13 Dogs with Curly Ears: Pictures, Facts & History
 
Lifestyle /  

Kristin Hitchcock 



 

Dog fur comes in many shapes, lengths, and textures. Many canines have curly hair across their whole body, while others just have curly hair on their ears (at least when they are cut traditionally). It doesn’t take much for a curly-eared dog to steal your heart, especially when groomed properly. Here are some of the
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330+ Dog Names Starting with D
 
Lifestyle /  

Keri-Beth Clur 



 

If you’re a new dog owner, you likely have a lot on your mind as you go out and buy all the essentials before your pup comes home, such as brushes, dog food, and toys. From there, you’re going to be so focused on caring for their every need that you won’t have much of



  330+ Dog Names Starting with D Read More »
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How to Fix a Dog Scratch on a Wood Door: Step-by-Step Guide
 
Lifestyle /  

Nicole Cosgrove 



 

Dogs are incredible creatures, bringing love, purpose, and security into our lives. However, finding claw marks on a freshly painted door is no fun! If you’re a dog owner, you already know that dogs often choose the front door as their “training dummy” and attack it with sharp nails until it’s completely ruined. Fortunately, it
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10 Best Dog Colognes in 2024 – Reviews & Top Picks
 
Lifestyle /  

Jessica Kim 



 

While we love dogs, there’s no denying that they can get a little stinky in between baths. While a bath can be a simple solution to odor issues, frequent baths can end up drying out and irritating their skin and coat. Dog colognes are the perfect solution to keeping your dog smelling fresh and clean.



  10 Best Dog Colognes in 2024 – Reviews & Top Picks Read More »
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7 Best Dog Shampoos for Odor Control in 2024 – Reviews & Top Picks
 
Lifestyle /  

Ed Malaker 



 

If you have a dog that stinks, it can be incredibly distracting, and the smell can also transfer to your furniture or carpet. The best way to remove the odor quickly is with a high-quality shampoo that specializes in odor removal. If you need help choosing a good brand, keep reading for reviews of the
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300+ Dog Names Starting With T
 
Lifestyle /  

Ashley Bates 



 

Naming your dog is such an exciting task! When you finally decide on the letter, it’s only a matter of time before you can find the perfect fit. But how do you finalize the decision? There are a few ideas in this article, along with over 300 names that start with T! How to Name
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Cat lover?
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